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CJ Payawal, above center, is a redshirt on the 
DMACC men’s basketball team this season. 
Photo by Jesse Rose




The DMACC volleyball team finished 
fourth in the National Junior College Athletic 
Association (NJCAA) Division II Volleyball 
National Championship.
The Bears entered the tournament as the 
fourth seed and opened play with victories 
over Sauk Valley and Kirkwood on Nov. 19, 
the tournament’s opening day. The win over 
SVCC moved DMACC into the quarterfinals 
and the victory against KCC put the Bears in 
the semifinals against Parkland College, the 
tournament’s No. 1 seed.
DMACC dropped a 3-0 decision to PC 
on Nov. 19, and then lost to Glendale, the 
tournament’s No. 2 seed, 3-0, in the third-
place match on Nov. 21 to finish fourth. The 
Bears closed the season at 34-10.
Freshman Moriah Johnson of Ankeny 
had 10 kills and sophomores Tatum Meyer 
of Algona and Taylor Case of Preston, 
Minn., added seven and six respectively as 
PC defeated DMACC 25-15, 25-15, 26-24. 
Freshman Peyton Benson of Tripoli had 27 
assists for the Bears and freshman Jordyn 
Rittman of Ankeny had a pair of ace serves. 
Freshman Brooke Rasmussen of Lamberton, 
Minn., led DMACC in digs with 13 and Case 
came away with 11. Johnson topped DMACC 
in blocks with four block assists.
Johnson had 11 kills as DMACC dropped 
a 25-16, 25-17, 25-21 decision to GCC. Case 
added nine kills, freshman Amara Chappelear 
of Ankeny had six and Meyer came away with 
five. Benson again led the Bears on assists 
with 31. Rittman led the way in digs with 17, 
Case had 13 and sophomore Shelby Schouten 
of Alton had 10. Johnson contributed four 
blocks, including three block assists. Meyer 
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As the DMACC men’s 
basketball team got their fifth 
game of the season under 
way, the most enthusiastic 
person on the Bears’ bench 
was not a coach or a key 
reserve player. 
It was CJ Payawal. 
Payawal is a redshirt 
this season, meaning he 
can’t compete on the court, 
but that hasn’t stopped him 
from being involved with 
the team and cheering on 
his teammates. Payawl is one 
of only a handful of student 
athletes at DMACC who 
redshirt. 
“We don’t see a lot 
of redshirts here. Usually 
athletes come here to play and 
choose to save their redshirt 
year for if they get the chance 
to play at a transfer school,” 
said DMACC Athletic 
Director Orv Salmon. 
Salmon estimates about 5 
percent of DMACC athletes 
are redshirts.
Redshirting, whether it 
be at a four year university 
or at a community college, is 
when an athlete is allowed to have 
an extra year of eligibility, both 
academically and athletically, if 
they sit out one full year from their 
specific sport. This helps athletes 
move ahead academically at the 
pace they want while taking their 
athletic career at a slower pace. If 
an athlete redshirts, he or she must 
stay in classes an extra year. 
Athletes can only redshirt one 
year throughout their collegiate 
careers even if they play for more 
than one school. While redshirts 
can’t play, they can still receive an 
athletic scholarship and practice 
with the team.
DMACC women’s basketball 
head coach Steve Krafcisin said it 
is more common at a university or 
a four year school for a player to 
redshirt because there are juniors 
and seniors on the roster. “There 
are more opportunities for athletes 
to play right away at a community 
college so there isn’t a need to 
redshirt from that perspective.”
Krafcisin said that the decision 
to redshirt is usually mutual 
between the athlete and coach and 
that there are a variety of reasons 
an athlete would decide to redshirt.  
“At a university, especially with 
football, athletes’ bodies just aren’t 
physically ready for playing time 
and need an extra year of training 
to get their body where it needs 
to be to perform,” said Krafcisin. 
However at a community college 
the reasons can be different than 
just trying to enhance the body. 
Krafcisin said that athletes 
usually redshirt because of an injury 
but could be for other reasons, 
which is the case for Payawal.
“I decided to play too late and 
the roster was already full when I 
spoke to the coaches. Redshirting 
was my only option if I wanted to 
play,” said Payawal.
An athlete needs to be 
physically ready to perform at 
the next level, even if it is only at 
the community college level. If an 
athlete is not, redshirting helps give 
them time to advance themselves.
“After playing sports for almost 
all of my life so far, towards the end 
of my high school career, my body 
was to the point of exhaustion, so I 
decided to stop playing.  My coach 
Banner News file photo
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Final Exam Schedule - Fall 2015
Friday, December 4, 2015 through Thursday, December 10, 2015
The EXAM TIME and DATE listed are determined by referring to the beginning LECTURE time and days scheduled for a class
Friday, December 4 Monday, December 7 Tuesday, December 8 Wednesday, December 9 Thursday, December 10
  If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at
   8 a.m.                   MTWRF    8 a.m.                   M    Before 8 a.m.       TR   Before 8 a.m.        MWF     8:05 a.m.              TR
   8 a.m.                   MTRF    8 a.m.                   MW    8 a.m.                     T    8 a.m.                     W    8:05 a.m.               R
   8 a.m.                   MWF    9:05 a.m.             MWF
   8 a.m.                   MF    9:05 a.m.             MTWR
   8 a.m.                   WF    9:05 a.m.             MTWF
   8 a.m.                   F    9:05 a.m.             MTRF
   9:05 a.m.             MWRF
   9:05 a.m.             TWRF
YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS
Friday, December 4 Monday, December 7 Tuesday, December 8 Wednesday, December 9 Thursday, December 10
8-10 a.m. 9:05-11:05 a.m. 7:30-9:30 a.m. 8-10 a.m. 8:05-10:05 a.m.
  If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at
   11:15 a.m.            M    12:50 p.m.            MW    9:40 a.m.              T    10:10 a.m.             F    11:15 a.m.           TR
   11:15 a.m.            MW    12:50 p.m.            MF    9:40 a.m.              TR    10:10 a.m.             MW    11:15 a.m.            R
   11:15 a.m.            MWF    12:50 p.m.            WF    10:10 a.m.            TR    10:10 a.m.             MF
   11:15 a.m.            MTWR    12:50 p.m.            MWF    10:10 a.m.             WF
   11:15 a.m.            MTWF    12:50 p.m.            MTWR    10:10 a.m.             MWF
   11:15 a.m.            MTRF    12:50 p.m.            MTWF    10:10 a.m.             MTWR
   11:15 a.m.            MWRF    12:50 p.m.            MTRF
   11:15 a.m.            TWRF    12:50 p.m.            MWRF
   12:50 p.m.            TWRF
YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS
Friday, December 4 Monday, December 7 Tuesday, December 8 Wednesday, December 9 Thursday, December 10
11:15 a.m. - 1:15 p.m. 12:50-2:50 p.m. 9:40-11:40 a.m. 10:10 a.m. - 12:10 p.m. 11:15 a.m. - 1:15 p.m.
  If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at
   3:00 p.m.              WF    2:25 p.m.             MW    12:50 p.m.            TR    1:55 p.m.             MWF    2:25 p.m.              TR
   3:00 p.m.              MW    3:00 p.m.             M    12:50 p.m.             T    1:55 p.m.             MTWR    2:25 p.m.               R
   3:00 p.m.              MF    4:05 p.m.*           MWF    1:55 p.m.             MTWF
   3:00 p.m.              MWF    4:05 p.m.*           MTWR    1:55 p.m.             MTRF
   3:00 p.m.              MTWR    4:05 p.m.*           MTWF    1:55 p.m.             MWRF
   3:00 p.m.              MTWF    4:05 p.m.*           MTRF    1:55 p.m.             TWRF
   3:00 p.m.              MTRF    4:05 p.m.*           MWRF
   3:00 p.m.              MWRF    4:05 p.m.*           TWRF
   3:00 p.m.              TWRF *classes follow day final schedule
Start at 4:10pm have evening finals
YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS
Friday, December 4 Monday, December 7 Tuesday, December 8 Wednesday, December 9 Thursday, December 10
3:00-5:00 p.m. 3:30-5:30 p.m. 12:50-2:50 p.m. 1:55-3:55 p.m. 2:25-4:25 p.m.
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We are always looking for talented students to join our staff. CONTACT US for more information, bannernews@dmacc.edu
Capt. Sean Taylor, a DMACC profes-
sor, talked on Nov. 9 with students, 
faculty and members of the commu-
nity about his  nine-month deploy-
ment to Iraq. He talked about how 
the Iraqi people were excited to have 
the equipment his team delivered. 
Taylor shared a short video of one 
of the locals doing a “happy dance” 
and a video documenting a moment 
from each day of his deployment.
from IOWA
 to IRAQ
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• Complete an ASSOCIATE OF ARTS DEGREE 
and your credits will fulfill all of 
 Simpson’s general education requirements
• FLEXIBLE full and part-time schedules
• DAY and EVENING classes
• 3 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS in Ankeny, 
Indianola and West Des Moines
• PERSONAL advising
Ski Area Seasonal 
Full Time and Part Time 
Positions 
(Boone Iowa)
Seven Oaks is hiring for a variety of 
seasonal part time and full time positions for this winter 
season. We are looking for energetic, winter loving people 
that enjoy working with the public. All positions can be 
very fast-paced when customer traffic is heavy. At Seven 
Oaks, everyone helps anyone, regardless of the position. 




A victim specialist with the 
FBI urged students not to share 
their personal information on-
line, especially when posting on 
social media sites.
Karen P. Gale, who has been 
working with the FBI for 10 years, 
was on campus on Oct. 28 for a 
Lunch and Learn sponsored by 
the Students Activities Council. 
About 25 people joined her for a 
discussion about the dangers of 
using the Internet.
Gale is the only FBI victim 
specialist in Iowa. She explained 
that although she is not a FBI 
agent, she works with victims of 
all types of federal crimes and 
with federal agents. Her main 
caseload consists of child pornog-
raphy and bank robberies as well 
as Internet crimes.  
One of the main things Gale 
emphasized about Internet crime 
was that students need to not just 
dismiss it as hype.
“Know it happens, it is out 
there,” she said.
Gale said that if students are 
in a situation where something 
just doesn’t feel right then it prob-
ably isn’t. And it may not neces-
sarily involve strangers
“It could be somebody you 
know or even a family member,” 
she said.
For example, one case of 
child pornography she cited was a 
case involved a 23-year-old man’s 
girlfriend who had used his cell-
phone. In the process she found 
pornographic images of her 
3-year-old daughter on it.  
In Iowa 90 percent of Inter-
net crime victims are females 
aged 11-15 and many report 
IM’ing (instant messaging online) 
from three to six hours a day. The 
predators who meet them online 
use their insecurities or need for 
human interaction to their advan-
tage, convincing them that they 
are the only one that ‘gets’ them. 
Gale explained that they get the 
child to trust them and feel safe 
and then make it a goal to meet 
in person and even possibly con-
vince the young person to leave 
with them.  
One of the reasons some 
think the issue isn’t as relevant as 
it is, is due to the fact that kidnap-
pings aren’t actually on the rise.
“These kids are going will-
ingly,” she said.
For the college-aged popu-
lation, meeting someone online 
via a social media site is more 
common. Often these online in-
teractions lead to face-to-face 
meetings. Such meetings can 
be acceptable as long as safety 
precautions are taken. Gale sug-
gested, “never go alone,” “meet 
in public” and “tell someone else 
where you are going, who you are 
meeting and when.”
Also be aware of what infor-
mation you are posting online. 
“Even if it’s not illegal that 
doesn’t mean it’s OK,” Gale said. 
There are some “internetiquette” 
guidelines, she said.  Personal 
pictures of friends and family are 
OK (with their permission) and 
casual conversation during games 
is acceptable. However personal 
information such as passwords, 
your location, what school you 
attend, your address and phone 
number are not safe to give out 
when chatting, especially for mi-
nors.
Gale also said harassment 
FBI agent shares tips to stay safe online 
doesn’t have to be sexual to in-
volve the police. If it goes unre-
ported, then the person is still 
under the impression that it is 
OK and that they can get away 
with it.  Safety programs or chat 
room moderators may catch some 
things, but “technology can’t catch 
everything.” So students need to 
report harassment, she said.  
To report Internet crimes or 
suspicious activities, visit www.
cybertipline.com
For an up-close account of 
the tragedy that can result from 
Internet predators, view the 
Amanda Todd videos on You-
Tube.
The DMACC Boone Student 
Activities Council or SAC offers 
a variety of free activities to 
students. 
“We like to offer activities 
that students will enjoy or that 
will help them,” said Ashley 
Martin, who is an a advisor for 
the SAC. 
A variety of activities 
are offered to students. They 
include speakers, contests, 
and   intramural activities. 
Intramural activities offered 
at DMACC include small 
weekly activities such a soccer 
kick contest, and big monthly 
activities such 
as a dodgeball 
t o u r n a m e nt . 
The small 
i n t r a m u r a l 
activities take 
place twice 
a month at 
12:10 p.m. 
on Wednesdays, according to 
Martin. Another activity that 
has been offered to students is a 
hypnotist show, which the SAC 
tries to offer at least once a year. 
“We pick the activities for the 
students based off popularity. We 
have a fair amount of participants 
in our activities but we are always 
looking for more to get involved,” 
Martin said. She also added that 
giveaways are used to try to entice 
students to attend the activities. 
Students who are looking 
to be involved in SAC are 
encouraged to attend council 
meeting, Martin said. Meetings 
take place once a month and 
usually are in room 171 at 12:10 
p.m. Lunch is provided for those 
who attend.
Kiana Peterson, who is on the 
SAC and also participates in the 
many activities offered, said this, 
“SAC provides free interactive 
learning activities for DMACC 
students.” 
Peterson added that activities 
help students socialize and learn 
and that more students should be 
involved with the SAC.




A student plays ladder ball on the front lawn of DMACC in September. 
The SAC sponsors activities and intramurals throughout the year. 
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Boone and Ames teachers 
say they are adapting to new roles 
made possible through Gov. Ter-
ry Branstad’s Teacher Leader and 
Compensation System.
The TLC System, now in its 
second year of funding, was de-
veloped to recruit and promote 
high quality, outstanding teachers 
into leadership roles within each 
school district, compensating 
them with an additional financial 
stipend.
“In the classroom, it’s tough 
to remove yourself from the mo-
ment and objectively look at your 
teaching,” says teacher leader Erin 
Miller, from the Ames Commu-
nity School District. “A coach can 
ask questions, observe, and pro-
vide data in order to allow you to 
look at your teaching from a dif-
ferent perspective. Having time to 
gather those outside perspectives 
on your own is next to impossible; 
with a coach, meaningful change 
is much easier to achieve.”
TLC began in the 2014-15 
school year, funding one-third 
of Iowa’s students, not districts. 
Funding is based on total num-
ber of students enrolled in each 
district. Larger districts that ap-
plied for the grant made it look 
as though fewer districts received 
the funding during year one, yet 
this is not the case. 
Funding for the current 
school year has already been al-
located to Iowa’s second third of 
students. 
In school year 2016-17, all 
school districts in Iowa will re-
ceive funding totaling $150 mil-
lion annually thereafter. 
So what do teacher leaders -- 
also called instructional coaches 
or other titles depending on the 
district -- do? 
Carolyn Manard, Lin-
coln and Page Elementary School 
Principal and Director of Early 
Childhood and Special Education 
services for the Boone Communi-
ty Schools, describes in an email 
the purposes and multiple tasks in 
which teacher leaders engage. 
“The teacher leader pro-
gram has allowed significant op-
portunities for our teachers, thus 
positively affecting our students. 
Our teacher leaders are strong 
teachers and are able to assist in 
many ways. They help teach in 
a classroom allowing the class-
room teacher the opportunity to 
visit another classroom teacher to 
learn more strategies.” 
Manard also mentions other 
means by which instructional 
coaches are utilized, which in-
clude added literacy resources and 
instruction, modeling best teach-
ing practices using data to guide 
instructional decisions, assisting 
teachers with problem solving 
strategies when facing curricular 
or other classroom related issues, 
facilitating professional develop-
ment, co-teaching lessons with 
teachers in the classroom, the 
creation of student intervention 
groups, and assisting classroom 
teachers to provide differentiated 
instruction to students with mul-
tiple learning needs. 
The tasks associated with each 
teacher leader are not typecast 
into only one role. Districts assign 
different teachers different roles; 
for instance, some teachers men-
tor new-to-the-district and/or be-
ginning teachers. Others serve as 
model teachers whose classrooms 
are open for other teachers to visit 
and observe. Some teachers serve 
as Professional Learning Com-
mittee (PLC) leaders for their de-
partment or content area, (math, 
science, literacy, etc.) 
Another notable feature of 
the program in both the Boone 
and Ames school districts is train-
ing in “Cognitive Coaching”. In 
Cognitive Coaching, the teacher 
leader/mentor never makes a 
judgment on any matter but asks 
teachers several questions and 
further follow-up questions on 
a related matter. The philoso-
phy is to guide each teacher to 
the answer as opposed to casting 
what can appear as judgment on 
a teacher’s instructional choices. 
This allows individual teachers 
to still make their own decisions, 
allowing them continued autono-
my and ownership of their class-
rooms.
Vonda Junck, one of the 
primary coordinators of teacher 
leaders for Ames Community 
Schools, says, “We felt it was im-
portant to train all of our teacher 
leaders in Cognitive Coaching 
this past summer, and they will 
continue with the second part of 
the training next summer.   This 
training has taken our practice 
to a whole new level.  It helps us 
talk as ‘one voice’ with one vision 
to spread to all our teachers.  Our 
mentors are, in essence, coaches 
for the new teachers they support.  
Our model teachers can coach a 
teacher who has come to observe 
in their classroom.  We can all use 
planning and reflecting conversa-
tions to help us improve our in-
struction for all students.”
According to Annie Carpen-
ter, teacher leader for the Boone 
Community School District, 
the goal of the TLC System is 
not to remove teachers from the 
classroom, per se, but to provide 
teachers with the resources and 
assistance in managing the sig-
nificant workload the public does 
not often see for which teachers 
are responsible. She describes her 
job as busier than when she was 
in the classroom, meeting with 
various teachers, collecting data, 
and planning lessons with other 
teachers or preparing for profes-
sional development. 
As for the struggles? 
“This is so new that it can 
feel foreign. There is definitely a 
learning curve involved.” 
Carpenter says the big-
gest personal struggle for her is 
“build(ing) strong relationships 
with students when I do not 
consistently work with the same 
groups. I do miss having my own 
classroom and family of students.”
The majority of teachers 
seem to feel positive about the 
initiative. Carpenter says she 
has heard nothing negative from 
teachers or administrators. How-
ever, Carpenter emphasizes that 
the program is so new right now, 
most teachers are still trying to 
figure out how these leaders can 
be best utilized. 
Carpenter says the only com-
plaint she has faced from teachers 
is not being able to help them as 
much as they want. 
“Apparently,” she says, “I’m in 
high demand!”
All in all, results speak. Ac-
cording to Iowa.gov, the end-
of-year report summary, “The 
department’s analysis, which is 
based on reports from the first 39 
school districts on how well they 
met their goals, shows progress is 
being made. Eighty-nine percent 
of districts mostly or fully met 
their goals for increasing educator 
collaboration. Sixty percent most-
ly or fully met the goals they set 
for improving student achieve-
ment. The report found that prog-
ress is being made toward each 
of the five Teacher Leadership 
System goals including attract-
ing new teachers, retain effective 
teachers, promote collaboration, 
reward professional growth and 
effective teaching and improve 
student achievement. In addition, 
students in the first 39 school 
districts that participated in the 
Teacher Leadership System saw 
proficiency scores rise on state 
tests in both reading and math.”
Given the positive results of 
the program thus far, it does not 
appear to be going anywhere in 
the near future. 
“There is evidence to sup-
port that this structure positively 
impacts student performance,” 
says Carpenter. “I believe this 
program will gain momentum ev-
ery year it is implemented.  Only 
time will tell the full impact of the 
program, but I believe we will see 
great gains.”  
By Brad Grout
Banner News Staff Writer
Teacher Leader Program earns high marks
Brad Grout is enrolled in JOU142, 
News Practicum, at DMACC/Boone 
this semester. He wrote this story for 
the class. He is also a teacher with the 
Ames School District and an adjunct 
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the University of Iowa 
Mouhamad Said Di-
allo, a DMACC Boone 
Campus student from 
Ames and formerly from 
Senegal, has been selected 
to receive a $1,000 schol-
arship from the Phi Theta 
Kappa (PTK) Honor So-
ciety as a 2015 Coca-Cola 
Leaders of Promise Schol-
ar.
Selected as 2015 Co-
ca-Cola Leaders of Prom-
ise Scholars, 207 Phi Theta 
Kappa members have 
been awarded a total of 
$207,000 in scholarships. 
Chosen from more than 
1,100 applications world-
wide, the scholars receive 
scholarships of $1,000 
each to further their as-
sociate degree studies. In-
dependent judges evaluate 
the applications based on 
scholastic achievement, 
community service and 
leadership potential. 
The Coca-Cola Leaders of Promise 
Scholarship Program provides new Phi The-
ta Kappa members with financial resources 
to help defray educational expenses while 
enrolled in associate degree programs. 
Scholars are also encouraged to assume 
leadership roles by participating in Society 
programs. 
The Coca-Cola Scholars Foundation 
provides $200,000 in funding for the schol-
arships, with $25,000 set aside for members 
who are veterans or active members of the 
U.S. military. The remaining amount is 
supported by dona-
tions to the Phi Theta 
Kappa Foundation 
and provides Lead-





vided by the Coca-
Cola Scholars Foun-
dation not only aid 
college completion, 
but provide students 
with the opportunity 
to engage in Society 
programs and devel-
op leadership skills 
to become future 
leaders in their com-
munities,” said Dr. 
Nancy Rieves, CEO 
of the Phi Theta Kap-
pa Foundation. “Re-
search shows that Phi 
Theta Kappa mem-
bers are four times 
more likely to com-
plete a college degree than their peers.  The 
Leaders of Promise Scholarships recognize 
students for what they have achieved al-
ready and assure that financial need isn’t an 
obstacle to achieving their academic goals.”
“The Coca-Cola Scholars Foundation 
has a long history of providing financial as-
sistance to outstanding students at commu-
nity colleges,” said J. Mark Davis, President 
of the Coca-Cola Scholars Foundation. “We 
are proud to partner with Phi Theta Kappa 
and make it possible for deserving students 
to achieve their educational goals.”
Diallo is Iowa Coca-Cola Scholar
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Iowa State head football 
coach Paul Rhoads is in despera-
tion mode as he fights to keep his 
job with the Cyclones.
The biggest discussion 
in Ames this year has swirled 
around Rhoads as many argue 
on whether he should remain the 
Cyclones’ head coach following 
this season.
This is a very compelling 
question as Rhoads has been the 
head coach since 2009 but I think 
he needs to be on his way out if 
he fails to reach a bowl game this 
season.
Rhoads took over in 2009 
after Gene Chizik left the Cy-
clones for a job for the upcoming 
Auburn Tigers. Rhodes has led 
By Jesse Rose
Staff Writer
ISU to a 3-5 record so far in 2015. 
If Iowa State fails to reach a bowl 
game this season, it will the third 
year in a row, and I think that 
should be enough for Rhoads. He 
has an overall record of 32-51, as 
of Nov.4, as the head coach and 
has made it to three bowl games 
with one bowl victory which 
came in the 2009 Insight Bowl. 
Rhoads best season with the 
team came in 2009, when the 
Cyclones went 7-6. I disregard 
this season as he did not recruit 
any of the players on that team 
as they were all apart of Chizik’s 
recruiting classes. Recruiting is 
one the biggest jobs for a college 
football coach and his best record 
with some his own recruits came 
in both the 2011 and 2012 sea-
sons, in which ISU went 6-7 and 
lost their bowl game both sea-
sons. The first year Rhoads had 
a team full of only his recruits 
came in 2013 when the Cyclones 
went 3-9. 
I still believe Rhoads has 
a chance to save his job if he 
makes a bowl game but that will 
be easier said than done as Iowa 
State has one of the hardest ream-
ing schedules in all of college 
football. Rhoads is not quitting 
tho, and I have to admire him for 
that. He made a couple of  gutsy 
decisions last week as he fired 
his offensive coordinator Mark 
Mangino and benched starting 
quarterback Sam Richardson for 
backup Joel Lanning. If these 
decisions pay off, they might 
just save Rhoads’ job. The team 
responded nicely as they defeated 
Texas last week in dominating 
fashion by a score of
24-0. Texas had beaten a top 
ten team the week before when 
they beat Oklahoma so this win 
was a step in the right direc-
tion for the Cyclones. Iowa State 
currently sits fifth in the Big 12 
standings behind the four nation-
ally ranked teams of Oklahoma 
State, Baylor, TCU, and Okla-
homa. 
Iowa State has struggled 
for too many years under Paul 
Rhoads and it is time to fire the 
Nevada, Iowa native at season’s 
end if he fails to turn this year 
around and make a bowl game.
This opinion piece was pub-
lished on-line on Nov. 4.
decided that I should be a red-
shirt due to the amount of time 
I had taken off from the sport. I 
never quit completely, but I hadn’t 
played competitively for a while,” 
said DMACC women’s basketball 
redshirt athlete Emilea Jacobs.
Along with the many rea-
sons for redshirting, there are also 
many advantages to becoming a 
redshirt. “The biggest advantage 
really depends on your reason. If 
you redshirted because of injury, 
then the advantage is you get to 
get better. Otherwise it is all about 
maturity. There is a night and day 
difference between sophomores 
and freshmen. Sophomores are 
mentally and physically better 
than they were as freshmen,” said 
Krafcisin.
The maturity advantage is the 
same from both an athlete’s and a 
coach’s perspective. “Redshirting 
has helped me get a lot stronger 
and my level of play is picking up,” 
said Payawal. “Another big advan-
tage is getting to practice with the 
team. It gives me a little more ex-
perience and helps me know what 
to expect next year when I am 
able to play.”
Jacobs has found yet another 
advantage that is sometimes over-
looked. “The biggest advantage 
so far, would be the fact that I get 
to be a part of such a great team 
and yet not feel so much pressure. 
My coaches are willing to help me 
with anything from basketball to 
my academics. They have put me 
in a situation where I can find 
my footing one step at a time and 
where I will have a greater chance 
for success.”  
Krafcisin added that academ-
ics is the main reason athletes are 
in school and that should be kept 
in mind when an athlete is choos-
ing whether or not to redshirt.
With everything in life, ad-
vantages come with disadvan-
tages. “I think the biggest disad-
vantage is redshirts don’t graduate 
with the class they come in with. 
Athletes have a tremendous bond 
with group they come in with and 
it can be hard on some people,” 
said Krafcisin. He also added that 
if redshirting doesn’t help an ath-
lete academically, then he would 
consider that to be a disadvantage. 
Athletes are competitors at 
heart and want to play their sport 
all the time and this too can be a 
disadvantage. “I think the biggest 
disadvantage is wanting to play 
or sitting on the bench knowing 
you can’t help the team, espe-
cially when they’re struggling and 
knowing that I have the talent to 
help them but can’t,” said Payawal 
“That is by far the toughest part 
about being a redshirt.”
Jacobs agreed with Payawal. 
“The only disadvantage I can re-
ally find would be the feeling of 
sitting on the bench and watch-
ing during games. When you play 
a sport that you are so passionate 
about, it is so hard to put in hours 
on hours of work to just sit by and 
watch. You are really just ready to 
be playing again once the season 
finally hits. “ 
Redshirting helps athletes 
but it also helps them as people. 
“ Choosing to redshirt has defi-
nitely made an impact on my life 
so far. Not only has it given me a 
chance to better myself as an ath-
lete and a person, but it has taught 
me to appreciate the opportuni-
ties given in life. I have learned 
how to push myself to the break-
ing point
each day and still continue to 
wake up and do it again. You be-
gin to realize how precious things 
like sports are and how limited 
your time enjoying them truly is,” 
said Jacobs.
Many athletes may go into 
college and immediately bypass 
even thinking about redshirting 
for a variety of reasons. “ I think 
that redshirting is something all 
college athletes should consider, 
no matter the level. I feel as if 
most high school athletes feel 
they may not be good enough or 
ready enough for the college level. 
Due to this, most people either 
quit after graduation or jump into 
it unprepared and unhappy. Be-
ing a redshirt is an opportunity 
to improve yourself and gives you 
a chance to adjust to college. You 
are not pressured to be perfect, 
but allowed to work on yourself 
while still being a part of the team. 
I think if more people realized the 
benefits of this decision, there 
would be a higher number of col-
lege athletes across the country,” 
Jacobs said.
Payawal agreed that redshirt-
ing is a viable option for athletes 
to consider. 
“I definitely think more ath-
letes should consider redshirt-
ing. It gives you one more year to 
develop skills, and it makes you 
more prepared for the next level.” 
Redshirting can help with 
athleticism and academics
REDSHIRT, from page 1
The DMACC women’s 
basketball team is looking to a 
class of 10 freshmen to improve 
upon last season’s record. 
“This is our deepest and 
talented team in some while,” 
head coach Steve Krafcisin said. 
“There is not a big drop off in 
talent from player to player. We 
have a lot of talent and potential 
on this team.”
The Bears finished last season 
tied for fourth in the conference, 
with an overall record of 19-13. 
As of Nov. 23, DMACC has a 
record of 6-1. 
Krafcisin returns for his 
10th season as head coach for the 
Bears. Along with Krafcisin, four 
sophomores also return for the 
Bears.
“All four sophomores have 
improved from last season,” said 
Krafcisin. Leading the charge for 
the Bears is forward London Vais. 
Vais was named to first team all-
conference last season. Vais is not 
the only key returner for DMACC 
as Kiana Peterson was named to 




DMACC is also looking to 
a core of freshmen this season. 
“We have a very deep freshmen 
class. All of the new players have 
stepped up already in the young 
season,” said Krafcisin. 
According to Krafcisin, key 
newcomers include Amanda 
Cartney from Hudson, Kelsey 
Pretz from Columbus Junction, 
Shayla Dean from Zearing, and 
Angel Agoth from Rochester, 
Minnesota.
Krafcisin said the depth of 
talent and team chemistry is the 
team’s biggest strength. “We have 
gotten better with additions and, 
it has been really fun to see how 
this team has meshed together.”
With every strength comes 
a weakness and Krafcisin 
believes his team’s weakness is 
inexperience. “We wish our ten 
freshmen were ten sophomores. 
They have talent but maturity and 
experience goes along way.”
Freshmen player Emily 
Knittel expressed high hopes for 
the season. “The season has been 
going very well so far. We still have 
a ways to go but if we continue to 
work hard and trust the process, 







Freshman Jafar Kinsey of DeWitt, NY, scored 19 points and five 
other players scored in double figures as the DMACC men’s basketball 
team extended its current winning streak to four games with a 79-62 win 
over Quakerdale Promise Academy (QPA) Nov. 23 at New Providence.
Freshman Baylee Steele of Norwalk scored 12 points, freshman 
Nibra White, Jr., of Evanston, Ill., had 11 and sophomores Johnny 
Benson, Jr., of Milwaukee, Wis., and Cam Epps of Dallas, Texas, and 
freshman Tate Larsen of Des Moines had 10 points apiece as the Bears 
improved to 7-3 for the season.
DMACC led 34-31 at halftime and pulled away in the second half 
by hitting 16 of 29 field goal attempts. The Bears finished the contest 
with 48 percent shooting, going 28-of-59 from the field, including 7-of-
21 from three-point range. DMACC made 21 of 31 attempts from the 
free throw line.
QPA came away with a 39-35 advantage on the boards with 
Larsen’s eight rebounds leading the Bears. Kinsey had seven rebounds 
and freshman Nick Noah of Urbandale added six.
Benson led DMACC in assists with five and Kinsey and Epps had 
four apiece. Kinsey topped the Bears in steals with three and Epps and 
White had two apiece.
Men extend streak to 
4 with win over QPA
Cross country season wraps up with Nationals 
The DMACC cross 
country team competed in the 
National Junior College Athletic 
Association (NJCAA) Division 
I Cross Country Championship 
Nov. 14 at Fort Dodge. The meet 
closed out the season.
The Bears came away 
with a 39th-place finish in the 
competition, scoring 976 points. 
Sophomore Shannon 
Mullnix of Williamsburg led 
DMACC, finishing 89th in 20:41. 
Sophomore Michelle Thayer of 
Des Moines finished 129th in 21:21 
and sophomore Molly Claman of 
Grimes turned in a time of 24:48 




Social media use takes a toll on adoles-
cent development. Though there are posi-
tive effects, research shows that sites like 
Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, Instagram, 
Tumblr, and Pinterest can hold back young 
adults as they develop socially, education-
ally, and emotionally.
Mary-Kate Bandstra, a ninth grader 
at Pella Christian High School, was unsur-
prised to learn of the drawbacks. 
“It makes sense,” she says. “[Twitter, 
Instagram, and Snapchat] hinder me with 
school, because I should be doing home-
work, but I use them instead; it’s a distrac-
tion and it’s addicting sometimes. But I let 
myself do it, because homework stinks.” 
Though she sometimes struggles to 
detach, Bandstra does set limitations; typi-
cally, she tries to do all of her social media 
participation all at once, then focuses on 
homework or other activities.
Learning-related effects of social me-
dia could be lifelong, according to an ar-
ticle from raisesmartkid.com, which de-
scribes findings by Susan Greenfield, a 
neuroscientist at Oxford University. Green-
field says that social media can have a re-
gressive effect, training the brain to think 
like that of  “…small children who are at-
tracted by buzzing noises and bright lights, 
who have a short attention span and live 
for the moment.” Not only does the use of 
social media sites lack critical thinking, but 
it digresses aspects of learning and devel-
opment (something that has even been no-
ticed by teachers). 
The impact of social media on attention 
span also has a more direct correlation to 
schoolwork. An article from the Evansville 
Courier and Press describes the research 
of California State University psychol-
ogy professor Larry Rosen. Rosen’s study, 
which looked at the relationship between 
Facebook and education, uncovered Face-
book’s negative effects. According to the ar-
ticle, “…Rosen found middle school, high 
school, and college students who checked 
Facebook at least once during a 15-minute 
study period achieved lower grades.” Rosen 
also noticed that the amount of windows 
open in students’ internet browsers tended 
to increase during the study period, further 
contributing to distraction. Rosen’s study 
generally observed that the students who 
resisted the temptation to use social media 
were the ones who received better grades. 
Pella Christian High School Journal-
ism instructor Noreen Vander Wal points 
out the ways her school has taken action 
to combat irresponsible use of social me-
dia by students, who each have a personal 
iPad meant for educational purposes. Since 
the introduction of iPads, the school has 
implemented an AUP (Acceptable Use Pol-
icy), which can result in violations if stu-
dents misuse the technology. 




By Dylan Nikkel 
Contributing Writer (Intro to Mass Media)
during class time/study halls is supposed 
to result in an AUP--Acceptable Use Policy 
violation. [The vice principle of the school] 
keeps track of those, and as violations accu-
mulate or increase in severity, students get 
a noon detention, after school detention, 
and lose the option of taking their iPad 
home for varying durations,” says Vander 
Wal. She also adds that about 15 points 
and guidelines were written in the student 
handbook under AUPs.
Despite the downfalls that come to 
education when students use social media, 
some sites do have features that can enrich 
education. Bandstra sometimes uses sites 
like Instagram and Pinterest to get ideas for 
projects and to communicate with peers 
about assignments. The article from rais-
esmartkid.com also argues that students 
can learn from one another on social me-
dia. “They interact and receive feedback 
from one another,” the article says. “Teach-
ers and adults are no longer the only sourc-
es of knowledge.” 
In addition, Vander Wal identifies 
positive ways of using social media sites in 
the classroom. “I have used a site called To-
daysMeet for some classroom discussions,” 
she says, “somewhat for variety’s sake, but 
it also allows for more comments more 
quickly. In addition, some students who are 
hesitant to speak in class will type in com-
ments more willingly.”
Professor Kate Halverson, who teaches 
psychology at DMACC, offers a mixed ap-
proach to online classes, which allow stu-
dents and teachers to interact through an 
educational, social medium. Halverson 
says that while online classes are conve-
nient, they take away a critical social as-
pect. “Accessibility to the instructor and the 
number of interactions with the instructor 
within online classes are key to the learning 
process,” she says. According to Halverson, 
DMACC encourages online instructors to 
feature assignments that promote face-to-
face interactions between students and the 
people around them in order to foster oral 
communication skills and relationships. 
As Vander Wal indicates, different 
forms of social media can be used to en-
hance education for students who are per-
haps not as comfortable expressing them-
selves. This aspect of social enhancement 
can be beneficial for some adolescents, but 
it could also have a negative effect on social 
development. The more time young adults 
spend on social media, the less time they 
spend engaging in face-to-face conversa-
tions with other people. In a Psychology 
Today article, author Alex Lickerman high-
lights what elements of communication are 
lost when it is not done in person. “Non-
verbal communication, after all, (argued 
by to some to represent up to 40% of our 
in-person communication) is completely 
absent [in media interactions],” says Lick-
erman. 
The Raise Smart Kid article describes 
Susan Greenfield’s suggestion that the im-
portance of in-person communication 
lies in that it can contains elements of “…
body language, tone of voice, and subcon-
sciously sensing the molecules that other 
people release.” These aspects of conversa-
tion are important for face-to-face interac-
tions – they can convey things that cannot 
be typed into a Facebook post or tweeted 
to the masses. The failure to practice non-
verbal communication results in less-de-
veloped social skills. 
Vander Wal has noticed a change in 
student interaction since the rise in social 
media use. “I guess the biggest change [for 
students] I have seen happens in the halls 
and outside of class,” says Vander Wal. 
“During break and noon hour, before and 
after school, kids are either playing games 
together on iPads or phones. It is not un-
common to see eight to ten guys sitting in a 
line, all staring at their electronic devices.” 
She observes that the result of this technol-
ogy and social media use is a lack of in-per-
son interaction and physical activity during 
break times. 
In addition, social media use could 
result in a morphed social approach. 
Though social media sites can be a posi-
tive place for more introverted, shy young 
adults to express their thoughts and feel-
ings, this can become dangerous. The Raise 
Smart Kid article describes how social me-
dia sites can become a platform that both 
children and young adults may use to say 
or do things they wouldn’t otherwise do. 
Through derogatory comments, pictures, 
and posts, young adults can gain atten-
tion and express their thoughts without as 
much repercussion threatening them. “It’s 
as if the part of our nervous system that 
registers the feelings of others has been 
paralyzed or removed when we’re commu-
nicating electronically,” Lickerman says, “as 
if we’re drunk and don’t realize or don’t care 
that our words are hurting others.”
Lickerman also suggests that some 
young adults may experience social iso-
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development and 
wellbeing can also 
be widely affected 
by social media. 
Because it is so 
easy for adoles-
cents and young 
adults to express their thoughts without a 
filter online, cyber-bullying has become a 
prominent social media issue. Young adults 
may taunt, dehumanize, and demean oth-
ers, developing negative emotions that can, 
eventually, lead to suicide. The article on 
Raise Smart Kids also points out the sense 
of sadness and lack of fulfillment that can 
become a result of social media use. Seeing 
the experiences of someone else or viewing 
images of a perfect-looking person evokes 
feelings of jealousy, insecurity, and dissat-
isfaction with oneself. “The more young 
adults use Facebook, the worse they feel 
moment-to-moment and the less they feel 
satisfied with their lives overall,” says rais-
esmartkids.com. 
The physical commitments to social 
media can also induce emotional problems. 
A study conducted by Dr. Heather Cleland 
Woods of Glasgow University, as presented 
in an article by Daily Mail, questioned over 
450 teenagers, testing the relationship be-
tween sleep and emotional problems. The 
study revealed that the more time students 
spent on social media, the less sleep they 
got. Emotional disorders, such as depres-
sion and anxiety, can also emerge as a result 
of too much use, especially at night. “This 
may be mostly true of individuals who are 
highly emotionally invested…” said Woods.
Despite the many downfalls suggested 
by research, Raise Smart Kid does indicate 
positive aspects of social media. “Kids com-
municate and interact more than ever… 
[They] remember people’s birthday and 
greet them. They comment on pictures, 
videos and status[es] of their friends. They 
create longer-term friendships by being in 
touch online even when friends are no lon-
ger physically meeting.” 
Bandstra agrees that there is viable 
support for and against social media usage 
for adolescents. “I think [using social me-
dia] is valuable for staying connected,” she 
says, “but [today’s youth] are basically the 
first people to use this much social media 
at this age, so I think we need to be careful.”







Seriously, what’s not to love 
about “Keeping Up with the 
Kardashians”? Since I was 11, I’ve 
been infatuated by the documen-
tation of the Kardashian-Jenner 
family. As a devout Kardashian 
follower, I was promptly forced 
to educate myself on the concept 
of transgenderism when patri-
arch of the family, Bruce Jenner, 
announced that he would be 
transitioning into a woman (now 
known as Caitlyn). 
I was not alone in my spur-
of-the-moment research – an 
abundance of fans and nonfans 
alike were relatively oblivious 
to the topic of transgenderism 
before Jenner stole the media 
spotlight. Prior to her announce-
ment to transition, I possessed 
a close-minded view of the 
transgender community – in my 
narrow education of the topic, 
I had essentially been told to 
think that transgender people are 
cross-dressers.
After doing some research 
and familiarizing myself with the 
topic (first through Jenner’s series 
I Am Cait, then through in-per-
son interactions), I’m changing 
my perspective on the transgen-
der community – mostly because 
its members are, in fact, people. 
And they are pretty normal 
people, if I may add. 
Once I took an empathetic, 
educated standpoint, I developed 
a sense of curiosity about the 
transgender community around 
me (one that has seemingly been 
invisible my whole life). As I 
began to consider, I assumed that 
being transgender in Iowa is less 
difficult than in other states.
Based on what I know 
about attitudes in Iowa’s bigger 
cities versus its smaller towns, 
I guessed that the experience 
is more difficult in the smaller, 
more rural towns. However, 
Hayden Moffitt, a transgender 
male who attends Iowa State 
University, told me that news of 
his transition was not met with 
negativity from the citizens of 
Moffit’s hometown of Eldridge, 
Iowa, which he describes as a 
“rural farm town.” 
“People reached out to me 
and gave support. It was really 
reassuring. I don’t know if that 
would have happened if I wasn’t 
from a small town in Iowa…I 
think that it kind of goes back to 
the whole concept of ‘Iowa nice,’” 
says Moffitt. 
At school in Ames, Moffitt 
says that he has not experienced 
any blatant discrimination since 
beginning his transition last 
March, though he does recall be-
ing labeled a “dyke” by inebriated 
individuals as he walked passed 
bars at night before beginning his 
medical transition. 
“I think the most hurtful 
things anyone has said to my face 
[about my transition] came from 
my family…before they were 
onboard with everything,” says 
Moffitt. 
Because he comes from 
a “conservative, Republican, 
Catholic family,” seeing eye-to-
eye with his family has been the 
most challenging part of the tran-
sition for Moffitt. But through 
explanation and education, 
Moffitt improved relations with 
his family. 
Sophia Stone, director of 
support and education group 
Transformations Iowa, who is 
from the larger area of Indianola, 
has similar thoughts to Moffitt 
when it comes to the acceptance 
of Iowans. 
“I would say it’s better to be 
transgender in Iowa than it is in 
other places in the United States,” 
says Stone, who is a transgender 
female herself. “We Iowans are 
pretty easy-going. We just want 
people to just go about their busi-
ness…and we don’t really care 
what people do.”
In addition to social ac-
ceptance, resources are also 
important for the transgender 
community. There seem to be 
solid resources in Iowa – social, 
medical, and psychological – but 
there is room for more. Groups 
like One Iowa and Transforma-
tions Iowa provide support and 
information for the transgender 
community in the state. 
At ISU, Moffitt has access to 
various resources that make his 
transition an easier, more edu-
cated process. He is a member 
of Gamma Rho Lambda (GRL), 
a gender-neutral sorority for 
LGBT students. The sorority has 
16 chapters, which are dispersed 
across the country. 
“It’s been a good resource to 
get me in contact with people all 
over, because I can reach out to 
people from different chapters,” 
says Moffitt. 
Though GRL has been per-
haps the most valuable resource 
provided by Iowa State, Mof-
fitt has also been able to get in 
contact with an LGBTQ Club on 
campus as well as campus thera-
pists. These resources provide 
support and advice for individu-
als like Moffitt as they begin an 
unexperienced process.
However, both Moffitt and 
Stone emphasized a lack of medi-
cal resources in Iowa. 
“Finding medical resources 
for hormones and re-assignment 
surgery in Iowa is much hard 
than it should be,” says Moffitt. 
However, both Moffitt and Stone 
referenced how good the few 
resources in Iowa are, referencing 
Dr. Katie Imborek of the Univer-
sity of Iowa Healthcare LGBTQ 
Clinic and Dr. Joe Freund of 
Franklin Family Practice in Des 
Moines. 
“There are lots of doctors 
in Iowa,” says Stone, “but it is 
important to have doctors like 
[Katie and Joe] who are sensitive 
to what you are going through 
and who have knowledge and 
experience [with transgender 
individuals].” 
Hormone therapy is avail-
able (and partially covered by 
insurance, according to Moffitt). 
Full gender reassignment surgery 
is not available in the state; 
however, this is the case in many 
other states as well – according 
to Moffitt, the best options for 
surgery are California, Florida, 
Ohio, and Chicago.
The legal status of Iowa is 
similar to its resources – there 
are positive elements in place, but 
further steps need to be taken to 
maximize the quality of life for 
transgender individuals in Iowa
In 1965, the State of Iowa 
passed the Iowa Civil Rights Act 
(ICRA), providing comprehen-
sive laws that prohibit discrimi-
nation of certain groups. At the 
time it was passed, the ICRA did 
not include protections of trans-
gender people, but they were 
added in 2007. Iowa is one of 19 
states (including Washington, 
D.C.) that has these comprehen-
sive laws. Some states vary on 
their laws, but the ICRA includes 
protections in education, hous-
ing, harassment, and employ-
ment among other areas. 
Despite being ahead in its 
legislation, Iowa does lack hate 
crime laws specifically for crimes 
against the transgender commu-
nity; these laws would increase 
punishments for crimes against 
trans people that are clearly fu-
eled by hate and discrimination. 
Though there are hate crime laws 
regarding gender and sexual 
orientation, there are not yet hate 
crime laws that focus on gender 
identity.
While the ICRA provides 
standards of employment, there 
can be issues in a fair hiring 
process. In addition, employers 
can find ways to dismiss a newly 
outed transgender employee 
without explicitly using their 
gender identity as the reason. 
Stone -- with Transforma-
tions Iowa -- says that, despite 
these drawbacks, there are op-
portunities for employment for 
transgender people in Iowa. 
“It can be difficult to find 
employers who are supportive of 
the transgender community,” says 
Stone, “but many bigger ones like 
Principle Financial, Wells Fargo, 
and Nationwide are typically 
good employers because they 
Caitlin Jenner, Formerly Bruce, Vanity Fair Cover on News Stands, 6/2015, by Mike Mozart of TheToyChannel and Jeepers-
Media on YouTube, available under a Creative Commons Attribution Licence 2.0 at https://flic.kr/p/uEXPaY
seem to not have an issue hiring 
trans employees.” 
Perhaps more important 
than employment are aspects of 
physical and social well-being 
for members of the transgender 
community in Iowa. Even though 
Iowa lacks the security of hate 
crime laws, there are no recorded 
murders in Iowa of transgen-
der individuals. However, that 
doesn’t mean there isn’t work to 
be done to make the transgender 
community more comfortable.
“I know of people in Iowa 
who have committed or attempt-
ed suicide because of harass-
ments or micro-aggressions,” says 
Stone, “because it is too difficult 
to be transgender.” 
And Stone says that hearing 
stories and watching the news 
often instills fear for simply being 
transgender; even without visible 
threats in the area, it is frighten-
ing to think about what could 
happen.
Is Iowa a good place to be 
transgender? The short answer 
is no – because no state provides 
a perfectly equal platform for 
transgender individuals as far as 
safety, resources, social accep-
tance, employment, and the law. 
But when the pros and cons are 
compared to other states, it seems 
that Iowa is a “good” place to be 
transgender by certain standards
However, there are clearly 
strides to be taken by the citizens 
and leaders of the state to make it 
“good” to be transgender in Iowa 
without having to seek a positive 
outlook by juxtaposition.
Being transgender in Iowa: 
Good, but we can do better 
Tell us what you think! 
Submit a letter to the 
editor or your own 
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When my friends and I heard in 
2015 Iron Maiden was to be releasing 
a new album called Book of Souls we 
were excited.  This was the total op-
posite of our reaction to the news we 
heard on August 11, 2014, when the 
world learned of the tragic death of 
Robin Williams.  Before we got more 
information about Book of Souls we 
had no idea that the two huge events 
had a connection.  It was both sad and 
intriguing news when we learned of 
Iron Maiden’s front man Bruce Dickenson’s comment “My favourite 
song is one I didn’t write,” which he said in an interview for Italian 
publication Corriere Della Sera. “It’s ‘Tears of a Clown’ which talks 
about Robin Williams. I ask myself, ‘How could he be so depressed 
when he always seemed to be so happy?’”
The song is not, as one might initially assume, a remake of 
Smokey Robinson and the Miracles’ hit song with the same title.  
Instead it is a tribute to the late Robin Williams and expresses much 
of what many people thought as we all reacted to the news of his “ap-
parent suicide.” The lyrics seem very fitting when speaking of a person 
suffering from depression.  
The chorus, in part says:
We saw the sadness in his eyes 
It came as no surprise 
And now of course we’ll never know 
Tomorrow comes tomorrow goes 
But the cloud remains the same 
Wonder why he’s feeling down 
Tears of a clown
It mentions he “was forever feeling down” and this seems a fitting 
tribute to a suicidal man.  However in recent weeks we have learned 
there was much more to the story, and the confusion of how such a 
seemingly full-of-life man could so quickly move undetected to the 
point of suicide is possibly answered.  This answer comes not in the 
form of an explanation of his known depression, but in the informa-
tion gained from his autopsy.  In November 2015 about 15 months 
after the death of her husband, Susan Williams spoke out about some 
details of the autopsy report we hadn’t previously heard.  The medical 
examiner’s report showed that William’s was suffering from a previ-
ously undetected medical condition known as Lewy body dementia.  
According to the Mayo Clinic, Lewy body dementia is marked by 
visual hallucinations in the form of objects, animals and people only 
seen by the sufferer. People with LBD exhibit disturbing behavior, 
such as having conversations with deceased loved ones. In a report 
on the issue Thirty Mile Zone reports that their sources revealed that 
“Lewy Body Dementia was the ‘key factor’ they believe drove him to 
kill himself ” and that “Williams’ doctors agree that the disease was the 
critical factor leading to his suicide.”
William’s widow responds to the statement “Most people believe 
your husband killed himself because he was depressed” in an inter-
view with ABC News with an instant no doubt matter-of-fact “NO.  
Lewy Body Dementia killed Robin, it’s what took his life…”  
Now, as music is my initial topic I will end with a fitting line of 
lyric and thought from another song dedicated to William’s memory.  
That song is simply titled “Robin Williams” and is by CeeLo Green.  
The line I feel most fitting in light of this new information is simple 
and accurate although many of us tend to forget it… “We don’t know 




Behind Iron Maiden’s 
‘Tears of a Clown’
If you want to uncover new 
ways to save money, start by 
thinking about what you spend 
on lunch every day. 
A new Visa survey shows 
that American consumers are 
spending nearly $3,000 on 
midday meals each year. But 
don’t lose your appetite – this is 
actually a great opportunity to 
budget and save.
Visa’s 2015 survey, intended 
to call consumers’ attention to 
opportunities to save and budget 
in their discretionary spending, 
reports that the average 
American consumer spends 
roughly $53 a week or $2,746 
per year on lunch. For meals out, 
that’s an average of $20 per week 
or $1,043 per year. Additionally, 
Americans eat lunch out an 
average of nearly twice a week 
and spend more than $11 per 
outing compared with only $6.30 
a day preparing their own.
Who are the biggest 
spenders on average in the lunch-
out crowd? The survey shows 
that men outspend women by a 
whopping 60 percent. Men pay 
an average of $24.93 each week 
on meals out, while women dole 
out $15.56 by comparison. As for 
the biggest spenders, the survey 
found that 1 percent of diners 
spend $50 or more lunching 
out for an average of more than 
$9,000 spent a year. Meanwhile, 
32 percent of respondents 
reported  they don’t buy lunch 
out at all.
Additionally, students eat out 
most often and spend the most 
with a weekly average of $27.47; 
retirees spend the least at $13.92. 
One worrisome number is that 
unemployed Americans purchase 
lunch out more than once a week 
on average, spending over $15 
weekly.  
The most popular spot to 
eat lunch in America is at home, 
according to the Visa survey. 
Forty-two percent of American 
consumers report that they 
typically eat lunch at home. The 
second most popular location 
to eat lunch? Work. While 53 
Practical Money Matters
Americans spend annual 
average of $2,746 on lunch
By Nathaniel Sillin
Syndicated Columnist
percent of office workers report 
they eat lunch at work, 26 
percent say they do so right at 
their desks. 
As for regional preference, 
Southerners lead the nation in 
frequency of lunches out and 
overall amount spent on lunch. 
The average southern resident 
spends $1,240 a year on lunches 
out and an overall $2,953 
between lunches out and those 
made at home.  Northeasterners 
came in second with highest 
amount spent on lunching out – 
$1,001. Midwesterners followed 
at $896 and Americans in the 
western states at $866 spend on 
meals out.
To help Americans monitor 
their spending on the midday 
meal, Visa Inc. has developed 




calculates monthly and annual 
spend and helps you adjust 
your spending habits to save 
money. Users can take the 30-
Day Challenge to start saving, 
learn cost-cutting tips and share 
photos of meals with family and 
friends.
Paying attention to 
lunchtime spending habits – 
whether making lunch at home 
or eating out – can greatly impact 
your annual finances. Though 
lunch is a healthy expense, 
at least some of the close to 
$3,000 could be reallocated for 
other money-smart funds. For 
example, it could be a great start 
for an emergency fund, (http://
www.practicalmoneyskills.
com/emergencyfund) rent or 
mortgage, education funds or 
maybe an affordable holiday. 
Bottom line: Small choices 
can have a big impact on your 
wallet. Adjusting and tracking 
your lunch spending habits can 
be a large source of savings. 
Nathaniel Sillin directs Visa’s 
financial education programs. 
Follow him on Twitter: www.
twitter.com/PracticalMoney
Boone Campus Gymnasium




*Participate in 4 intramural activities and get a free t-shirt*
*Sponsored by Student Activities
TRANSFER WITH EASE
SPRING CLASSES BEGIN JANUARY 11
515-263-2810 • 800-444-6083
www.admissions.grandview.edu
Call today to discuss your 
needs with our transfer 
admissions counselors!
• Simple transfer policies, up to 66 
semester hours of credit accepted 
from two-year colleges
• 40 baccalaureate majors
• Dynamic internships
• Transfer scholarships available
• Average class size of 16
• Nearly 100% job placement for two 
decades
• Choice of on-campus living styles






                          UPDATED 11/9/15 
Weather Cancellation Information  
DMACC, Boone Campus & Hunziker Center 
 
Weather cancellations for Boone Campus, Hunziker Center in Ames and the Van Kirk Career Academy in Perry 
will be made by the Boone Campus Provost and will be made independently from other campuses.   
 Cancellations will most generally be made around 6 a.m. for daytime classes.   
 Cancellations for afternoon/evening classes (classes beginning at 3 p.m. or later) will most generally be 
made by 2 p.m. 
 
Weather cancellations will be announced through DMACC’s Emergency notification system.  To get 
these important messages, sign up for RAVE, DMACC Alert - emergency notification system:  
 (If you previously signed up for DMACC Alerts you do not need to do it again.) 
o Log on to www.getrave.com/login/dmacc  
o Your Rave username is your DMACC email address.  
o The DMACC Alert password is NOT your regular DMACC password.  
o Select “Forgot password.”   
o Check your DMACC email for your RAVE password and follow the instructions for the next steps. 
o Once you are logged in, add your cell phone number, landline numbers and additional email 
addresses. 
Weather cancellations will also be announced in the following ways:  
 DMACC’s web page: www.dmacc.edu 
 DMACC’s Boone Campus main phone line, 515-432-7203  
 DMACC’s toll free number 1-800-362-2127, press 6 for a specific DMACC campus, press 2 for Boone 
Campus  
 DMACC e-mail  
 Local television and radio stations listed below 
 
STATION CHANNEL 
KCCI TV Channel 8 
WOI TV Channel 5 
WHO TV Channel 13 
KDSM  Fox 17 
KIOA Radio 93.3 FM 
KRNT Radio 1350 AM 
KPSZ – Praise 940 AM 
KLTI – More 104 104.1 FM 
KAZR – Lazer 103.3 FM 
KSTZ – Star 102.5 FM 
KWBG – Boone 1590 AM 
WHO 1040 AM 
KISS 107.5 FM 
The Bus 100.3 FM 
KGGO 94.9 FM 
KHKI 97.3 FM 
KJJY 92.5 FM 





Final Exam Schedule - Fall 2015
Friday, December 4, 2015 through Thursday, December 10, 2015
The EXAM TIME and DATE listed are determined by referring to the beginning LECTURE time and days scheduled for a class
Friday, December 4 Monday, December 7 Tuesday, December 8 Wednesday, December 9 Thursday, December 10
  If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at
   8 a.m.                   MTWRF    8 a.m.                   M    Before 8 a.m.       TR   Before 8 a.m.        MWF     8:05 a.m.              TR
   8 a.m.                   MTRF    8 a.m.                   MW    8 a.m.                     T    8 a.m.                     W    8:05 a.m.               R
   8 a.m.                   MWF    9:05 a.m.             MWF
   8 a.m.                   MF    9:05 a.m.             MTWR
   8 a.m.                   WF    9:05 a.m.             MTWF
   8 a.m.                   F    9:05 a.m.             MTRF
   9:05 a.m.             MWRF
   9:05 a.m.             TWRF
YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS
Friday, December 4 Monday, December 7 Tuesday, December 8 Wednesday, December 9 Thursday, December 10
8-10 a.m. 9:05-11:05 a.m. 7:30-9:30 a.m. 8-10 a.m. 8:05-10:05 a.m.
  If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at
   11:15 a.m.            M    12:50 p.m.            MW    9:40 a.m.              T    10:10 a.m.             F    11:15 a.m.           TR
   11:15 a.m.            MW    12:50 p.m.            MF    9:40 a.m.              TR    10:10 a.m.             MW    11:15 a.m.            R
   11:15 a.m.            MWF    12:50 p.m.            WF    10:10 a.m.            TR    10:10 a.m.             MF
   11:15 a.m.            MTWR    12:50 p.m.            MWF    10:10 a.m.             WF
   11:15 a.m.            MTWF    12:50 p.m.            MTWR    10:10 a.m.             MWF
   11:15 a.m.            MTRF    12:50 p.m.            MTWF    10:10 a.m.             MTWR
   11:15 a.m.            MWRF    12:50 p.m.            MTRF
   11:15 a.m.            TWRF    12:50 p.m.            MWRF
   12:50 p.m.            TWRF
YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS
Friday, December 4 Monday, December 7 Tuesday, December 8 Wednesday, December 9 Thursday, December 10
11:15 a.m. - 1:15 p.m. 12:50-2:50 p.m. 9:40-11:40 a.m. 10:10 a.m. - 12:10 p.m. 11:15 a.m. - 1:15 p.m.
  If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at   If your class STARTS at
   3:00 p.m.              WF    2:25 p.m.             MW    12:50 p.m.            TR    1:55 p.m.             MWF    2:25 p.m.              TR
   3:00 p.m.              MW    3:00 p.m.             M    12:50 p.m.             T    1:55 p.m.             MTWR    2:25 p.m.               R
   3:00 p.m.              MF    4:05 p.m.*           MWF    1:55 p.m.             MTWF
   3:00 p.m.              MWF    4:05 p.m.*           MTWR    1:55 p.m.             MTRF
   3:00 p.m.              MTWR    4:05 p.m.*           MTWF    1:55 p.m.             MWRF
   3:00 p.m.              MTWF    4:05 p.m.*           MTRF    1:55 p.m.             TWRF
   3:00 p.m.              MTRF    4:05 p.m.*           MWRF
   3:00 p.m.              MWRF    4:05 p.m.*           TWRF
   3:00 p.m.              TWRF *classes follow day final schedule
Start at 4:10pm have evening finals
YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS YOUR EXAM TIME IS
Friday, December 4 Monday, December 7 Tuesday, December 8 Wednesday, December 9 Thursday, December 10
3:00-5:00 p.m. 3:30-5:30 p.m. 12:50-2:50 p.m. 1:55-3:55 p.m. 2:25-4:25 p.m.
Evening/Saturday Final Exam Schedule
Fall 2015
Evening Courses, i.e., courses that start at 4:10* pm or later will 
have their final exams at the time and day listed below:
Classes with 4:05 pm start times will follow the daytime final 
schedule.
Monday night classes (Final Exam) ----------------------- December 7
Tuesday night classes (Final Exam) ---------------------- December 1
Wednesday night classes (Final Exam) ------------------ December 9
Monday/Wednesday night classes (Final Exam) ------ December 9
Thursday night class (Final Exam) ------------------------ December 3
Tuesday/Thursday night classes (Final Exam) --------- December 3
Friday night classes (Final Exam) ------------------------- December 4
Saturday classes (Final Exam) ----------------------------- December 5
Honors seeks applicants
The DMACC Honors Program is seek-
ing highly motivated students to apply for 
honors. There are openings for current 
DMACC students who want to challenge 
themselves and graduate from the Honors 
Program.
If you have completed one college-
level English and one college-level math 
class or are currently enrolled, will have 
completed a minimum of nine (9) college 
credits and fewer than fifty (50) credits at 
the end of summer with a cumulative GPA 
of 3.5 or higher, you are eligible to become 
a DMACC Honors Student. 
To read more about Honors and sub-
mit an application, go to dmacc.edu/honors 









In honor of Roy J. Carver who 
achieved success through 
initiative and hard work 
 
Twenty $5,200 Scholarships 
will be awarded for 2016-2017 
  
Eligibility Requirements: 
• Iowa Resident 
• 2.80 Cumulative GPA 
• Junior Status Fall 2016 
• Demonstrate financial  
      need by filing the FAFSA 
      prior to March 1 
• Social/other barrier to  
      attending college full-time 
 
Apply online at: 
www.carvertrust.org 
for questions call  
515-294-0103 
Deadline April 1, 2016 
Help stock campus pantry
Throughout the year, many DMACC 
Boone students utilize the campus food 
pantry, which is a resource for all Boone 
students. As the fall begins and the holi-
day season approaches, we anticipate an 
increased need for food in our food pan-
try. If you haven’t already, please consider 
donating non-perishable food items at the 
boxes available in the nursing classrooms 
and main entrances of the Boone campus. 
Thank you for supporting the Boone cam-
pus community! 
If a student has a more significant need 
for food/resources than a visit to our cam-
pus food pantry can assist with, contact 
Erin Neumann, eaneumann@dmacc.edu. 
Childcare & transportation help
A program called Iowa New Choices 
offers assistance with childcare and trans-
portation for qualifying single parents 
and displaced homemakers (separated, 
divorced, widowed or spouse disabled.) 
For information, contact, Erin Neumann, 
Room 124, eaneumann@dmacc.edu. Or 
call 515-433-5037.
Phi Theta Kappa 
Phi Theta Kappa is the International 
Honor Society for two-year colleges. For 
more information, contact Nancy Woods, 
nawoods@dmacc.edu, 515-433-5061. Or 
Stacy Amling, slamling@dmacc.edu, 515-
433-5089.
Transfer Program
Have you heard about the University-
College Transfer Program at DMACC? 
If not, check out the following website at 
https://go.dmacc.edu/uct/Pages/welcome.
aspx. The goal is to guide you through your 
two-year degree and to prepare you for the 
four-year college of your choice. 
In recognition of Veterans Day, Nov. 11, 
2015, the Banner News hosted an event in 
the Courter Center. People were encour-
aged to “thank” a Veteran by writing a note 
and posing for a photograph. The pictures 
were posted on the Facebook page for 
Banner News.   
Your weekly horoscope
(TNS) Aries (March 21-April 
19) -- Today is a 7 -- Go play. 
Someone finds you attrac-
tive ... pay attention. Rest and 
relax. Learn a new trick from 
someone interesting. Follow 
the rules exactly. Your energy 
is at a peak, and the tide’s in 
your favor. Amazing results are 
possible.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) -- 
Today is a 6 -- Handle home 
repairs and chores. Collect 
resources, sort and organize. 
Build a strong foundation. Take 
physical as well as spiritual 
action. Bless your home with 
a familiar ritual. Invite fam-
ily to share. Solve philosophi-
cal questions together. Create 
peace.
Gemini (May 21-June 20) -- 
Today is a 7 -- Make payment 
arrangements and send invoic-
es. Make an important discov-
ery. Handle housework before 
guests arrive. Make creative, 
inexpensive repairs. Go over 
the details with a fine-toothed 
comb. Inspire your team to vic-
tory. Love gives you strength.
Cancer (June 21-July 22) -- 
Today is a 9 -- Work faster and 
make more money. Have faith in 
your own imagination. Choose 
your words carefully. Friends 
help you make a profitable con-
nection. Keep to the high road. 
Increase your security, espe-
cially online. Emotional energy 
drives you.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) -- To-
day is a 9 -- You may find the 
answer in a dream. New career 
opportunities surface. Work the 
numbers. Your sympathy calms 
another’s anxiety. Go further 
with a partner. Stash away more 
for later. Invest in success. Draw 
upon hidden assets.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) -- To-
day is a 6 -- Finish old business. 
Do what you promised. Work 
alone and get more accom-
plished. Correspond and make 
arrangements. Discover hid-
den treasure at home. Intellec-
tual dealings provide success. 
Clean up your workspace and 
recharge batteries. Two hearts 
beat as one.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -- To-
day is a 7 -- Schedule meetings 
for today. Friends help you stay 
on track. Let go of emotional 
baggage. Excitement spurs 
you to action. You have what 
you need. You’re gaining con-
fidence. Encourage another’s 
enthusiasm. Loved ones teach 
you, too.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) -- To-
day is a 7 -- Stand outside a con-
troversy. Be respectful and stay 
out of the way. Remain open to 
shifting circumstances. Upgrade 
your image and replace an old 
household item. Stretch your 
mind with a new game or toy.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) -- 
Today is an 8 -- Consider career 
options and ways to increase in-
come. Find new expenses and 
finagle a way to finance them. 
Don’t fall for a scam. Save your 
money. It takes discipline, but 
it’s not difficult. Your assets are 
growing, bit by bit.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
-- Today is a 7 -- One person’s 
ideas spark another’s. To avoid 
a potential problem, play the 
game exactly by the book. Be 
a strategist, rather than impul-
sively reacting. Don’t touch 
your savings. Acknowledge old 
agreements. Follow through on 
promises made.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Let some-
body else direct the show for a 
couple of days. Get help for a 
particularly difficult part. Be fru-
gal and make a profit. Emotional 
rewards count. Focus creative 
energy on making money grow. 
Your partner gets into the action.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) -- 
Today is a 9 -- Start planning a 
fun new project. Give yourself 
full creative freedom. Get into 
the groove and let things cook. 
Season and spice as only you 
know how. You’re rewarded for 
your loyalty. Trust love.
Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle 
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
FOR RELEASE OCTOBER 7, 2015
ACROSS
1 Great Salt Lake
component, to a
chemist
5 Moved for a
better view, in a
way
10 Lucy’s partner
14 Fairy tale villain
15 Yoga position
16 Pair in a loaf
17 Sleeping in the
great outdoors,
e.g.






22 Like many stunts
23 Making sense
28 In the past




36 Bring __ a
substitute
37 Co-star of Burt in
“The Killers”
38 Fair odds
42 Prefix with fold






























2 Disco era suffix
3 Mean
4 Wing alternative




7 Put out on the
infield












24 Smidgen of spice





30 Compete in a
heat
31 At any time





























63 Aye or hai
Tuesday’s Puzzle Solved
By Howard Barkin 10/7/15




Support your campus news media
10 WAYS
1. Read the paper
2. Bookmark us online: bannernews.org
3. Like us on Facebook: Banner News
4. Join the staff 
(All majors - no experience needed)
5. Submit your opinions
6. Talk about the news
7. Use Banner News in class 
8. Advertise
9. Submit your photos and news tips
10. Contact us: bannernews@dmacc.edu 
Your Degree. 
Your Way.
• Programs that fit your busy life –   
evening classes, online and self-paced
• Regionally accredited, non-profit,  
private university 
• Easy transfer of up to 90 college credits
• Classes start every 8-weeks, year-round











UPPER IOWA UNIVERSITY – DES MOINES




DMACC Nursing Club has partnered with Youth & Shelter Services, Inc. to help 
brighten the holidays for those in need. A Giving Tree will be located in the Courter 
Center on the Boone Campus. If you would like to participate, please select a tag o 
of the Giving Tree and place the unwrapped gi in the collection box located near 
the giving tree or bring it to YSS Family Life Center, 125 S. ird Street in Ames. 
Activity Passes for Teens (Bowling, Swimming, City of Ames Gym, etc.)
Adult Large Zip-up Hoodies for Teen
Adult Medium Zip-up Hoodies for Teen
Adult Small Zip-up Hoodies for Teen
Adult XL Zip-up Hoodies for Teen
Alarm Clocks
Art/Cra Supplies (No Sharps)
Baby and Little Boy Clothing (All Sizes)
Baby and Little Girl Clothing (All Sizes)
Baby Dolls and Clothes
Baby Items
Baby Wipes
Bath Towels, Hand Towels and Washcloths
Batteries (AA and 9-volt)
Bead/Jewelry Making Sets (No Sharps)
Carbon Monoxide Detectors







DVD’s (PG, PG-13, Not Scary)
Farm Sets (Tractors, Animals, Fence, etc.)







Gi Cards to Walmart/Target
Gi Cards for Shoes 
Legos
Lego People
For questions or more information please contact:
Julie Fontanini, Community Resources Coordinator
jfontanini@yss.ames.ia.us
(515) 233-2250 ext. 4552
ank you for choosing to give this 
holiday season! 
If you would like a tax receipt for your donation, please 
return the gi to Youth & Shelter Services Family Life 
Center at 125 S. ird Street in Ames.
Littlest Pet Shop
Male Body Wash and Deodorant (Non-Aerosol)
Movie eater Passes
New Board Games (Ages 10+)
New Twin Sheets
Patterned/Colored Duct Tape




Rec Equipment (Basketball, Football, Soccer Ball, Kick Ball, Bags, etc.)
Sharpie Marker Sets
Slippers (All Adult and Teen Sizes)
Socks (All Adult and Teen Sizes)
Solid Color Twin Comforters
Toddler Sheet Sets
Toddler Toys - Boys
Toddler Toys - Girls
Toy Dinosaurs
Toy Kitchen Items (Food, Pots and Pans, Plates and Cups)
Train Tracks/Sets
Twin Mattress Protectors
Underwear (All Adult and Teen Sizes)
Wii Games
Xbox 360 Games
